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Abstract — Decision-making has evolved as an interesting research problem for decision community. We consider a decision problem that takes into account several criteria called Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) in an interactive application for adaptive execution. In this paper, we present a method for automatically weighting criteria generation based on users’ traces. In our method, we suggest a process that contains all steps describing alternately what is necessary to prepare in order to weight all criteria. We propose a modified method using Naive Bayes network to exploit the traces (the past of users), there will be used as information for estimating the score of criteria. Experimental results are presented to illustrate a full process and an automatic generation of weighting criteria by a set of values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The context of our work is the decision making in Interactive Adaptive Systems (IAS). An IAS is a system that can adapt its execution according to users behaviours [1], [2]. The system checks users interactions and adapt application’s scenario with respect to designer’s constraints. Indeed, when users are in an interactive application, they perform actions to achieve a given goal. During the execution, it could happen that the system cannot continue according to the current scenario due to an ambiguity of user’s actions during the interaction or if the current data are not sufficient to continue the logic of the execution. At this point, a decision support system is needed to resolve this situation. Decision-making must reach two conditions: one is to provide a solution that allows the user to continue the interactions and the other is to reach the objective of the application (designer’s constraints). The main purpose of decision-making is to find the action that resolves the problem according to several application related criteria. These criteria may be numerous and heterogeneous. Making the decision must take into account all of them in order to choose among a set of possible solutions the best one. This is MCDM, the Multiple Criteria Decision Making [3], [4].

Moreover, since we consider an interactive application with many interactions between system’s actors. During application’s execution, actors actions can generate traces [5], [6]. These traces may contain valuable information and represent huge quantity of data to compute. Based on these traces, we can know users’ past habits and abilities. This information helps the system to solve the adaptation problem. In this paper, we propose a method to use these traces for criteria weighting.

MCDM is the most well known branch of decision-making problem. So, there is a lot of works that focus on the strength of this approach in order to make the best decision. In [7], [8] authors propose a typical decision matrix based computation. This decision matrix is a matrix in which elements indicate the performance of the alternative when it is evaluated according to each defined criterion. Others approaches have been detailed in [9], [10] based on utility function. In these methods, the decision maker has determined the weights of the decision criteria. The decision maker will estimate the score by himself. It does not rely on any factor or principle to compute. That is only a feeling guided weighting. The perception through feeling must be completed by perception through reason. It is necessary to have a method that can automatically estimate the score of each criterion in order to classify criteria according to their respective priority.

Therefore the criteria weighting evolve as a challenge for decision community. For example, authors determined criteria weights from partial ranking of the alternatives, individual criteria, or criteria pairs [11], [12] integrate the assessment of the scores (cardinal input) and rankings (ordinal input) of the decision-makers’ preference structure. Relative criteria importance is represented by a set of cardinal weights or ranks. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [13] is based on decomposing a complex MCDM into a hierarchic structure. It contains three levels: the first is the goal of the problem, the second lists all necessary criteria to evaluate the goal and the final level indicates all of the existing solutions to solve the problem. A compared matrix is constructed in order to express the relative importance between two criteria. Each element of the matrix is estimated by a value indicating the relative...
importance ranging from 1 (equal importance) to 9 (extreme importance of one over the other). Therefore, from this matrix, we calculate an Eigen vector; this vector is the priority vector of criteria. Each value is the weight that corresponds to the criterion for every line of the matrix.

These methods are turning-points in decision-making community because they support a very clear model and a mathematical theory about the structure of MCDM and the criteria weighting. However the drawback is that it relies on the decision maker to determine the ranks or the relative importance between criteria. These values depend on decision maker’s perception. It is not automatic and it depends extremely on the intuition of the decision maker.

In this paper, we propose an automatic weighting process of decision criteria for interactive adaptive systems. We use user traces as input data to score the criteria weights. The main idea of our proposition is the construction of a prediction model based on users’ traces in order to estimate the ability of criteria achievement by the users. To build a prediction model, the data mining approach emerges as an efficient method to solve the problem. We apply Naïve Bayes network and adjust the results of the prediction step to get a score for each criterion. The obtained weights are aimed to be used in the decision-making process for system adaptation.

To illustrate our approach we have chosen an e-Learning case study. The considered e-Learning system is an IAS that has to adapt to users profile and progress. To make a decision, it uses users traces to predict future users behaviours and accordingly adapt the execution.

The paper is organized as follows: section II gives a process that indicates globally the trace-based MCDM for IAS; all of the steps of the proposed process are described in section III where we only focus on steps that concern criteria weighting; experimental results and discussion are presented in section IV, section V concludes the paper.

II. PROCESS FOR TRACE-BASED MCDM FOR IAS

Our proposed process for MCDM in interactive adaptive systems is a two phases process. The first phase describes how to estimate the score for each criterion. The second phase is devoted to decision-making. We introduce the complete process of MCDM in order to have a full overview of our methodology, but in this paper we will only consider the criteria weighting phase (step (i) to (v) below).

The full process consists in 8 steps:
- Objective identification (i): it defines the main objective the user wants to achieve.
- Criteria identification (ii): all of criteria will be determined in order to evaluate these contributions to the achievement of the objective.
- Data preparation (iii): mentioned data are users’ traces based. All of traces created by the user will be collected and structured in a traces system.
- Data extraction (iv): this step removes the irrelevant information and gets the most appropriated information to criteria examination.
- Criteria weighting (v): this step provides the weight of each criterion determined in (ii). Indeed, there are more criteria; they are not classified at the same level because each of them has a different relative importance of others.
- Alternatives analysis (vi): it is also a necessary step in the decision because decision method requires a set of alternatives to give a best choice.
- Decision-making (vii): this phase is the core of the decision. During the computation of this step, it can happen that one or more criteria are completed then, it could return to the step (v) to re-estimate the score for each criterion.
- Results back up (viii) traces for next executions.

Figure 1. Proposed process for MCDM problem.

III. CRITERIA WEIGHTING DESCRIPTION

We will detail our criteria weighting approach. It is based on users’ traces. We explain in this section how to exploit these traces in order to score decision criteria.

A. Objective Identification

An objective is an outcome that the user wants to achieve in an application. In fact, one objective must satisfy several properties including five characteristics listed in the following acronym SMART (Specific, Measurable, Applicable, Realistic, Temporal) [14]. They allow the user to understand and facilitate the interpretation.

- Specific: a purpose’s statement should be stated specifically and unambiguously. It is also important to indicate the formulation of an objective without negation. This means that the user should avoid targets containing “must not”. The statement must focus the user on the essential target.
- Measurable: an objective is measurable because it allows the achievement estimation of the target.
- Applicable: it must concern the context. The objective is a part that relates to considered problem, it cannot exceed the scope of the problem.
- Realistic: when an objective is defined, it must be reachable. For an achievable objective, it can be determined how to make it succeed.
- Temporal: a good objective is a target that satisfies the time constraints.

B. Criteria Identification

A criterion is a principle or an element of reference that allows to judge, to estimate and to define something. In our case, the criteria are references to evaluate the achievement of the objective. In order to evaluate an objective, it must be based on one or more criteria. So it requires to identify all criteria that relate to the objective achievement [15]. The criteria identification depends on each application and the intuition of the designer.

A criterion can be continuous or discrete. For example, the users’ number in the application is calculated by a discrete value, the execution time of a task is represented by a continuous value.

In this paper, we assume that a problem, which contains n criteria, is \( \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_n\} \).

C. Data Preparation and Extraction

A context is an observable activity because we observe all the information and traces in the past of the users. We present in this section how to structure a user profile [16] combining the users’ traces as shown in Fig. 2.

The information of the user is divided into four categories: Administration, Goals, Skills and Activities. We will describe in detail each category in the following:
- Administration: personal information (name, date of birth, gender), certification and diplomas, preferences and non-preferences about languages (English, French, Spanish...), technology.
- Goals: the target that the user wishes to achieve.
- Skills: user’s knowledge about personal expertise.
- Activities: the information recorded by the user.

![Figure 2. Modeling a user by different information tuples.](image)

In our approach, data are a combination of basic information and the traces of the users. Knowing that, we now determine what information is usable to evaluate the users’ criteria. The extracted information concerns skills, language, activities that contribute in evaluating the criteria accomplishment.

After extracting contributed information (attribute), we filter all the users who dealt with actual activity and we also observe the result of the criteria completion. This result is indicated by Success (user complete this criteria) or Failure (user cannot reach this criteria). This database will be used as a training database. The structure of the training database is described as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute 1</th>
<th>Attribute k</th>
<th>Criterion 1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Criterion 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Val 1</td>
<td>Val k</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val 2</td>
<td>Val 1</td>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For new users, we will collect all information that concerns the attribute to determine the criteria achievement \( u (att_1, att_2, ..., att_k) \). Each actual user will estimate the probability to reach the defined criteria. It is the base for criteria weighting before making decision.

D. Criteria Weighting

We will detail in this section an approach whereby the criteria are automatically weighted. In fact, in order to make decision engine working, we must first solve the problem by preparing these previous steps because all decision algorithms require a volume of information to process. One part of the data is the weight of criteria or in other words having a list of priority of the criteria. Indeed, one problem obviously contains many criteria that users want to achieve; perhaps there is a criterion that is not as important as the others. It will consider what the target users would reach early. If the criteria are not prioritized, the engine will assume that they have the same of importance level. This can influence the achievement of the criteria for the final objective. So it is the reason why we must supply to decision engine a list of the criteria weight to find a satisfying alternative. From the extracted data in the previous step, we will process and compute to obtain a priority list of criteria. The weight considered in our approach is a numerical value.

We now present the way to apply data mining in our approach. The goal is to use link relevant information to criteria, as shown in Table I, and then to predict the probability of criteria accomplishment. The users want to reach the defined objective, and this is evaluated by \( n \) criteria. Based on users’ skills and traces, we can estimate what criteria the users can reach by computing the accomplishment probability. These probabilities represent the ability of criteria accomplishment. We realize that this problem is as a binary classification problem. For each user and for each criterion, we use the extracted data to predict if he can satisfy the criterion (Success) or not (Failure). Among classification methods, we make an analysis of these methods via the characteristic of our problem in order to choose the one that we can take as prediction algorithm. We analyse the algorithms that have been often used in the literature for data classification. We evaluate these methods by four characteristics relating our classification problem. First, we consider the
data, because we must analyse the values of the users’ traces and skills (both of continuous and discrete type) in order to estimate. Second, we need a method that runs fast during the execution because if the algorithm runs for a long time, it will influence the others phases in the system. Then, the next factor linked to our prediction problem is that the number of records in the training database because some methods require huge samples to train. The four following methods are possible candidates to build a prediction model: Naïve Bayes [17] [18], k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) [19], Decision tree C4.5 [20], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [21]. Among these four methods, we decide to use Naïve Bayes algorithm because it is the most suitable for our problem. In fact, the data that we have seen and used in our case are of various types. Values are numeric, string (continuous or discrete). This is the reason why we do not use the SVM (Support Vector Machine) although the prediction quality of SVM is very high. In addition, the Bayes method is simple and easy to implement. Because of the small size of the training database, we cannot apply k-NN method. Between the two remaining methods, Naïve Bayes and decision tree C4.5, we realize that the decision tree must choose an attribute to partition data. If the selection attribute is not good, the quality of the tree will be affected. To conclude, we consider the Naïve Bayes method the appropriate method for our case.

The Naïve Bayes method is based on Bayes theorem. It is a classification technique based on conditional probability. A posteriori probability \( P(h/D) \) of a hypothesis \( h \) given a set of data \( D \) is given by Bayes theorem:

\[
P(h / D) = \frac{P(h) . P(D / h) / P(D)}{(1)
\]

\( P(D/h) \) is called likelihood, and it represents that some data is produced under the assumption of this hypothesis \( h \). \( P(h) \) is a priori probability of hypothesis \( h \) (probability before having data \( D \)). \( P(D) \) is a priori probability of data \( D \).

If there is a user \( u \) that wants to start an application with \( n \) criteria, we will exploit his profile, his traces (\( k \) attributes) to predict the probability of achievement for each criterion. So a user can be represented by a record containing the values for each extracted attributes. We assume that we extract \( m \) attributes for one user. A criterion is labelled Success or Failure. There are two hypotheses in our case. In order to build a prediction model based on Naïve Bayes, we need to have our training base. Assume that we have a base of records as Table I; we calculate the likelihood of Success and Failure:

\[
P(\text{Success} / u) = P(\text{Success}) \times \prod_{i=1}^{k} P(\text{att}_i / \text{Success}) / P(u)
\]

(2)

\[
P(\text{Failure} / u) = P(\text{Failure}) \times \prod_{i=1}^{k} P(\text{att}_i / \text{Failure}) / P(u)
\]

(3)

The Table III is the result of conversion into probability by normalization given:

\[
P(\text{Success}) = P(\text{Success} / u) / [P(\text{Success} / u) + P(\text{Failure} / u)]
\]

(4)

\[
P(\text{Failure}) = P(\text{Failure} / u) / [P(\text{Success} / u) + P(\text{Failure} / u)]
\]

(5)

Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion 1</th>
<th>………..</th>
<th>Criterion n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>………..</td>
<td>P(\text{Success})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>………..</td>
<td>P(\text{Failure})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, we propose a statement that is the new principle to solve our problem. It states: if a user has a tendency to reach a criterion in a set of criteria, the disregard of prioritizing it over the others can be justifiable. We should, instead, focus on the criteria whose achievement rates are low in order to allow the user to complete all the criteria.

After the computation of the percentage of each criterion, we consider the Failure probability. We classify these values in decreasing order; we will deduce a list of priority of criteria that corresponds to the order of the probability values. We associate for each criterion a Failure probability that indicates its weight.

In addition, our presentation below corresponds to a case with one user. In the case of many users who want to execute the application, how can we react? We also propose an adjusted method that can be solved in this case. For each user, we use the predictive model to estimate the achievement for each criterion (Success or Failure). We regroup the results as shown in Table III.

Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Criterion 1</th>
<th>………..</th>
<th>Criterion n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>………..</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>………..</td>
<td>………..</td>
<td>………..</td>
<td>………..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User m</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>………..</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to our statement, we focus on the failure probability. But in this context, we have more than one user; all of them want to finish the application by reaching all criteria. If many users can reach a criterion than the others in a set of criteria, it must not prioritize it over the others. We should focus on the criteria whose users’ number of achievement is low in order to help users to finish all the criteria. So we are interested in the number of users who cannot reach the criteria, in other hands, the number of users who have a Failure probability. Then, we divide this number with the total of users who attend in the activity. Finally, we obtain a rate, which is the weight of criteria.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION

Experimentation has been carried out to illustrate the performance of the proposed method. First, we present the problem we want to solve. Our approach will be illustrated in this section. The considered context is a learning environment, where there are one teacher and
several learners. During the execution i.e., the course, teacher and learners proceed sequentially by action. If there is a moment when the teacher or learners cannot decide to carry out an action, a decision engine will help them to choose the best action on the set of the possible actions. The best action is defined as an action that satisfies both the goals of the teacher and the learners. Evidently, the success of the course is evaluated by the contribution of the teacher and the learners via the criteria. So the decision engine must take into account all of the criteria in order to obtain the best solution. But what is priority law inside this set of criteria?

In the following, we will describe all the steps of criteria weighting procedure. The result of this experimentation is a list of weights.

A. Identification of the Objective

We will now define the final objective at the end of this course. We use SMART standard in section III.A.

- Specific: the statement of this objective is understandable.
- Measurable: deciding a course is completed or not belongs to the teacher.
- Applicable: in education, is the result of a course applicable?
- Realistic: the accomplishment of the course is an objective that can be reached.
- Temporal: A course has to be feasible with the deadlines given by the teacher.

B. Criteria Identification

We will now consider the criteria in which we evaluate the final objective. In fact, in the learning course, in order to determine if the course ends or not, we need to take into account learners and teacher both. If we consider only one actor, the evaluation of the course could not be exact. Thus, we propose to identify criteria for assessing the quality of a course. We identify three criteria:

- Does the course follow the sequence of actions defined by the teacher?
- Is course’s program respected?
- The evaluation of teacher about the comprehension of learners.

C. Data Preparation and Extraction

We would like to extract information in the profile of learners who enrolled in a Data Mining course. Previously obtained data are used as training base to build a prediction model of the learners’ achievement criteria. Suppose we have a base of learners’ profiles. For each registered learner in learning environment, we have created a profile containing data as shown in Fig. 2. We only consider courses in the field of Probability, Mathematics, Algorithm, Database, Programming and English because these courses are the prerequisite for the Data Mining course.

For all the learners, we associate the results of the three criteria: time, sequence and level of understanding.

Then, we present the way to assess these six attributes. For probability and mathematics, we use the obtained grades. For algorithm and database, we use a scale from 0 (learner do not have knowledge about the domain) to 5 (learner is expert in the domain). We use levels to evaluate programming skill: Basic, Normal, Advanced, and Expert. The English speaking ability can be obtained with these levels: weak, intermediate and advanced. Table IV summarizes the attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability (P)</td>
<td>[0, 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics (M)</td>
<td>0 (have no knowledge) to 5 (expert in the domain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm (A)</td>
<td>Basic or Normal or Advanced or Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database (D)</td>
<td>Weak or Intermediate or Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming (Prog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English (E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now associate the result of each learner the criteria accomplishment in the database. It means, for each learner who have these requirements, we observe that he is on Success (S) or Failure (F) in the evaluation of three criteria: time, program and comprehension. Indeed, a learner has different skills and abilities. Between the result and skills, there is a very intimate relationship. If a learner has the best skills, it will be probably reach all the criteria of the teacher. If a skill is not good, it can be influenced by one or more criteria.

In order to have a training database for our experimentation, we will build a database of 1000 learners (1000 samples). That means there were 1000 learners have been attended in the Data mining course. When they have been finished the course, we observed the accomplishment for each determined criterion. For six attributes, we create data in respecting the discrete uniform distribution function. In fact, each attribute is obtained a value in a set of value; the probability of obtaining each value is equal. Due to the difficulty of criteria evaluation, we create a database by referencing the idea of teachers of data mining. They are many experiences in the domain and the learners’ evaluation. So based on their ideas, we have the data in respecting the rule: if half of attributes are superior to the average thresholds (for two attributes about probability and mathematic: 10, for algorithm and database: 2, for programming: Normal and for English: Intermediate), the learner will reach the criterion of time. If the values of 4 or 5 attributes are superior to the average, the criterion of programming will be achieved. If six attributes are perfect, the learner will reach the criterion of comprehension. In addition, besides respecting theses rules, we also create data that symbolize the noise of the data. For example, a learner has a good evaluation in six attributes, but he does not concentrate on the course, so he cannot achieve this course. As another example, if a learner has only three attributes that satisfy with the average, but he works a lot of effort, he can reach all the criteria of the course. We combine all possible cases in order to have a completed database. It contains normal and also noise data; the goal is to increase the robustness of the prediction model.
All records in the training base above is reserved in a database and each record contains six fields corresponding to the six attributes of learners and three fields are the result of each criterion. An example illustrates in Table V:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Prog</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>basic</td>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>basic</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For new learners, we consider only six attributes to predict the probability of achievement for each criterion. The constructions of the prediction model in the phase of criteria weighting will estimate if the new learner can be reach the criteria of the course. The detailed description of weighting will be presented in the next section.

D. Criteria Weighting

We develop in this section a process for ordering the priority of the criteria. In order to prioritize the criteria, we use the training database created above to construct the prediction model. We will predict results of achievement of the learners based on the skills and abilities of learners.

From 1000 samples, we test the predictive ability of the Naïve Bayes algorithm. The test protocol that we use is k-fold method. The main idea of this protocol is to divide randomly the initial base in 10 folds. Nine of the 10 folds used for the training base, the rest is used for the testing base. We repeat 10 times to have a variety of data.

We calculate the prediction rate every once time. After making 10 times, we calculate the average of 10 times, this value shows the rate of correct prediction of the model or the performance of our prediction model.

We present in the following the performance of three prediction models with three criteria: the time prediction, the program prediction and the comprehension prediction. The Table VI details the performance of each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>Proba</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Algo</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>Advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>Advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using these values for three prediction models to estimate the probability of achievement of three criteria. For example, we estimate \( P(\text{Success/learner}_i) \) and \( P(\text{Failure/learner}_i) \) on the criterion of Time based on (2) and (3). \( P(\text{Success}) \) et \( P(\text{Failure}) \) are calculated during the building of the prediction model on training base:

\[
P(\text{Success/learner}_i) = P(\text{Success}) \times \prod_{i=1}^{6} \frac{P(\text{att}_i | \text{Success})}{P(\text{att}_i | \text{Failure})}\]

\[
P(\text{Failure/learner}_i) = P(\text{Failure}) \times \prod_{i=1}^{6} \frac{P(\text{att}_i | \text{Failure})}{P(\text{att}_i | \text{Success})}\]

Then, we use (4) and (5) to normalize \( P(\text{Success/learner}_i) \) and \( P(\text{Failure/learner}_i) \) as Table VII.

We apply the statement indicated in the section III.D. We arrange the priority of criteria by arranging the failure probability in the Table VII. We will get the priority and the weight of three criteria: Comprehension (0.969), Program (0.967), Time (0.001).

For this user, it requires to concentrate on the comprehension because of the program and the time criteria, he can be reached within difficulty. The probability of prediction of comprehension criterion is low, so it is very important to make comprehension in priority in order to help this user finish all of the criteria.

This is the case of having one learner. If we want to weight the criteria for a class with many learners, how to process our problem? We will illustrate an example of a class that contains 15 learners who will participate in the Data Mining course as Table VIII.

Each learner will be estimated by prediction model that is built by Naïve Bayes. The result of every time is the...
success or the failure of the learner for each criterion. The Table IX describes the detailed result for estimation.

### Table IX.

**Result of the Criteria Prediction of 15 Learners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We consider only the total number of learners who do not reach the criteria. Based on these values, we divide by the total of learners; we obtain the weight of three criteria as follows: *Time* \( (1/15 = 0.067) \), *Program* \( (7/15 = 0.467) \) and *Comprehension* \( (9/15 = 0.6) \).

There are the weights of three criteria. They can be used in all of decision methods that require a list of criteria weights.

This experimentation illustrated how to estimate the criteria in MCDM. Our approach is applicable in interactive application under the hypothesis of having a traces base in order to build a prediction model for criteria accomplishment. If we consider a situation that we cannot collect or observe the traces, our approach is not applicable.

## V. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a process to estimate the weight of criteria in multi criteria decision making for an interactive application. Firstly, we have identified firstly the objectives and the criteria that contribute to reach these objectives. To weight criteria, we use both user’s profile and user’s traces. The collected data is put in a database. We extract from the obtained database the pertinent information that is used to configure criteria accomplishment prediction model. We have used the Naïve Bayes algorithm to construct this model. Each defined criterion is predicted in order to determine the probability of criterion achievement. We focus only the criterion failure prediction in order to help users to increase the weight of criteria which finishing probability is low. This principle will help users to take into account criteria being difficult to achieve. Experimentation has been introduced to illustrate our approach by describing all the steps of the presented process.

Our work on criteria weighting is a first contribution to our methodology to make decisions in interactive adaptive systems. We will use our results to set the weights in decision methods. These weights are estimated using a prediction model, which is more precise than the weights obtained by the intuition of the decision maker.

Our future work is devoted to the problem of increasing the performance of our criteria prediction model. We will also try to build a database with real and consequent data in order to increase the robustness of the model by considering data containing noise as in reality.
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